
The Goal

How a Leading

Consumer Company

Solved the

Engagement Rate

Challenge using

Gamification 

#1 Metrics across the board showed that the
team had grown apathetic to training
content, showing very low engagement rates.
 
#2 The sales reps displayed a low sense of
community spirit and felt devoid of company
belongingness. 

#3 Low engagement rates meant it was
harder for enablement managers to find, let
alone fil l knowledge gaps. 

Sales enablement managers realised that
just rewarding sales numbers won't cut it.
They had to build a framework that
reinforces positive learning behaviours and
makes training more effective and fun. 
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Solution

Results

The training manager used Streamz’ ready-to-use
templates to create content streams and gamified
assessments. Sales reps were intimated about the
contest and guidelines through Streamz’ mobile app.
The sales reps won points and rewards based on
their levels of participation and performance in
these assessments. The points could be redeemed
by the winners. 
Further, a real-time leaderboard was displayed to
track individual performance. This helped create
healthy competition and an engaging learning
environment, increasing an overall sense of community
in the team.
The sales enablement team tracked individual
participation levels and assessment responses.
Personalised real-time notifications were sent to
sales reps to further increase participation. 
Finally, Streamz’ photos submission activity allowed
reps to share photos, rounding off the competition on
a light note, and ensuring sustained engagement
throughout the process.

The gamification activities were implemented as follows:

To improve the sales training

culture, the company decided to

deploy a gamified sales training

program. Streamz' sophisticated

Sales Readiness and Enablement

Platform helped them create and

deploy the program effortlessly. 

The gamified program’s strategy

was to create a series of

activities in three phases,

namely, a brand and product

quiz, followed by a quiz about

the company story, and the final

phase- photo submissions by

sales reps. 

Implementation

3X increase
in user
activity

during the
program

Contest

completion

rates were

at a 50%

high

Knowledge

Retention

levels

improved by

up to 70%

73% of sales

reps felt a

higher sense of

belonging after

the program
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Tap to see how you can earn some
extra points by just participating.!

Earn some rewards through the latest
contest. Check out the details here.

Others in your team have been climbing
in the leaderboard. Don't get left behind! 


